Stillman to Drop Divorce, Live in Paris

A person close to Banker Sen. Will Give Wife $7,500 Monthly and Pay Expenses and Costs

Guy Not to Claim Share in $6,000,000

Heard Indefinitely Postponed: Mother to Care for the Children

The Arthur Dowe suit is to be tried by a jury and a hearing on a motion by the attorney will be held next week. The attorney is the chief attorney of the district attorney and is the only attorney in the district attorney's office who has a motion for a new trial. The attorney is a member of the district attorney's staff and has been for several years.
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The following are some of the items that are included in this article:

- A person close to Banker Sen. Will Give Wife $7,500 Monthly and Pay Expenses and Costs
- Guy Not to Claim Share in $6,000,000
- Heard Indefinitely Postponed: Mother to Care for the Children

13 Air Mail Deaths Charged to Negligence

List. Evacuate Submits Names of Aircraft Sold to Have Been Victims of Gross Inefficiency Supported by Affidavit

Asserted Men Were Forced to Sign Statement Craft Under Threats

Cincinnati, May 13—Special Charge that civilians have been killed in the crash of the Air Mail Plane in the West Virginia mine is testimony presented to the government by the government in the case of the man who was killed in the crash of the Air Mail Plane in the West Virginia mine.
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Strikers Call On Tugmen to Seal Port

Perspiring to Become Army Chief of Staff

Complete Tie-Up of Harbor Is Threatened if Tugboat Crews Agree to Blacklist 'Unfair' Ships

N. Y. Line Will Give Benson Court Battle

Company That Yielded to Union to Fight Order Withdrawing it From Vessels

The success of a complete tie-up of the port would be prevented if the crews of the tugboats would continue to transport goods and to transport goods to the port.
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